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The formation of atmospheric aerosol particles from condensable gases is a dominant
source of particulate matter in the boundary layer, but the mechanism is still ambigu-
ous. During the clustering process, precursors with di↵erent reactivities can induce
various chemical reactions in addition to the formation of hydrogen bonds. However,
the clustering mechanism involving chemical reactions is rarely considered in most
of the nucleation process models. Oxocarboxylic acids are common compositions of
secondary organic aerosol, but the role of oxocarboxylic acids in secondary organic
aerosol formation is still not fully understood. In this paper, glyoxylic acid, the sim-
plest and the most abundant atmospheric oxocarboxylic acids, has been selected as a
representative example of oxocarboxylic acids in order to study the clustering mech-
anism involving hydration reaction using Density Functional Theory combined with
the Atmospheric Clusters Dynamic Code. The hydration reaction of glyoxylic acid
can occur either in the gas phase or during the clustering process. In atmospheric
conditions, the total conversion ratio of glyoxylic acid to its hydration reaction prod-
uct (2,2-dihydroxyacetic acid) in both gas phase and clusters can be up to 85%, and
the product can further participate in the clustering process. The di↵erences in clus-
ter structures and properties induced by the hydration reaction lead to significant





Atmospheric aerosols have significant impacts on climate, weather and human health.1,22
However, the formation mechanisms and composition of atmospheric aerosols are still not3
fully understood, and this constitutes one of the largest uncertainties in current atmospheric4
models.3,4 There is compelling evidence that sulfuric acid (SA), water (W), ammonia (A)5
or amines can play key roles in atmospheric new particle formation (NPF), but these com-6
pounds are still not e cient enough to explain NPF in all the environments where it has7
been observed. Recently, numerous atmospheric observations and theoretical studies have8
shown that organic acids can also enhance NPF,5–15 However, there are potentially tens of9
thousands of di↵erent atmospheric organic species with varying properties, which makes the10
exact chemical composition of clusters containing organic molecules highly speculative. Fur-11
thermore, di↵erent organics have di↵erent chemical reactivities. Thus, NPF may be driven12
not only by clustering processes, but also by various other complex and condition-dependent13
atmospheric chemical reactions.16–23, which can influence the physical and chemical processes14
of NPF24–26 . This makes the assessment of the role of organic compounds in the NPF process15
very complicated.16
Oxocarboxylic acids are one of the most common organic species group found in secondary17
organic aerosol (SOA) in diverse environments. Experimental and theoretical studies have18
shown that the equilibrium reaction between carbonyl groups and the corresponding gem-19
inal diols can occur in the gas phase,27–30 indicating that the gas-phase hydration reaction20
of oxocarboxylic acids may potentially occur along with the clustering process driving NPF.21
As the water concentration in the atmosphere is typically 8-10 orders of magnitude higher22
than that of other condensing species,31 such hydration reactions are potentially of great23
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significance. However, in most present atmospheric aerosol formation models, the hydration24
reactions of oxocarboxylic acids have been neglected due to the lack of information on them.25
This may contribute to the discrepancy between measured and modeled results.3,4 In this26
study, we seek to understand the kinetics of atmospheric clustering processes involving hy-27
dration reactions of oxocarboxylic acids under di↵erent atmospheric environments (di↵erent28
precursor concentrations, relative humidities (RHs) and temperatures).29
Experiments show that the gas-phase hydration reaction of glyoxylic acid (GA), the30
simplest and the most abundant oxocarboxylic acids in the atmosphere,32,33 is able to31
form its geminal diol (GW).27 Our previous theoretical study has also shown that this32
process can be e↵ectively catalyzed by di↵erent catalysts (SA, W or A), among which33
SA is the most e↵ective, lowering the activation free energy barrier from 38.56 to 9.4834
kcal/mol.34 Therefore, GA has been selected as a representative example of oxocarboxylic35
acids in order to study the clustering mechanism involving hydration reaction. A combina-36
tion of Density Functional Theory and the Atmospheric Clusters Dynamic Code (ACDC)3537
has been used. As the hydrated clusters play an important role in cluster formation and38
growth,36 water (W)-containing clusters are included in our study. The studied system is39
(GA/GW)x·(SA)y·Az·W0 n, where x is the number of GA/GW molecules in the clus-40
ter, y is the number of SA molecules in the cluster, z is the number of A molecules in the41
clusters, x+y z (i.e. only clusters that are acidic or chemically neutral are studied), and42
1x+y+z3 (i.e. the studied clusters contain at most three molecules other than water).43
The maximum number of water molecules in the cluster, n, depends on the cluster type,44
and has been chosen so that all hydrates with relative abundance higher than 5% have been45
included. There is always maximally one GA or GW molecule in the cluster.46
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II. COMPUTAIONAL METHODS47
A. Quantum chemical calculations48
The initial guesses for all the structures of clusters were generated by the ABCluster37,3849
program, which searches for global and local minima of molecular clusters using the artificial50
bee colony (ABC) algorithm. In ABCluster, water molecules were described by the TIP4P51
model and other molecules were described by the CHARMM36 force field.39 First, about 100052
structures (for each cluster stoichiometry) were generated with ABCluster, and then these53
structures were optimized using the PM7 semiempirical method40,41 using MOPAC201642.54
Second, up to 100 structures with relatively low energies were selected for subsequently55
optimization with the M06-2X43,44 density functional and a 6-31+G* basis set. Third,56
the 10 best of the resulting structures were further re-optimized by the M06-2X density57
functional with a 6-311++G(3df,3pd) basis set45. The M06-2X functional is one of the most58
successful functionals in describing noncovalent interactions,43 and it has been successfully59
used to model the thermochemistry and equilibrium structures of atmospheric clusters.46,4760
The 6-311++G(3df,3pd) basis set was chosen based on its common use for atmospherically61
relevant clusters48–51 and its excellent performance to estimate cluster properties when used62
in conjunction with the M06-2X functional.46 We checked that the stable structures had63
positive vibrational frequencies. All the quantum chemistry calculations were performed64
using the Gaussian 09 program package.5265
In additon, topological analysis was performed using atoms in molecules (AIM) theory66
with the Multiwfn package53 to study the nature of hydrogen bonds. The wavefunctions67
(technically, electron densities) computed at the M06-2X/6-311++G(3df,3pd) level of theory68
were used to calculate the electron density ⇢ and Laplacian 52⇢ at the bond critical points69
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(BCPs).70
B. Atmospheric Cluster Dynamics Code (ACDC) kinetic model71
The hydration reaction and clustering process of glyoxylic acids may coexist and compete72
against each other in the real atmosphere environment. Thus, it is necessary for cluster73
kinetic models to take into account the relevant chemical reactions to fully simulate the real74
NPF process in the atmosphere. The structural, thermodynamic and kinetic data generated75
by quantum chemistry calculations were used as input in cluster formation simulations76
performed using the Atmospheric Cluster Dynamics Code (ACDC)35,54.77
The time development of the concentrations of each cluster was solved by integrat-78
ing numerically the birth-death equations35 using the ode15s solver in MATLAB-R2013a79





































i!jci+Qi   Si, (1)82
where ci is the concentration of cluster i,  i,j is the collision coe cient between clusters i83
and j,  i!j is the evaporation coe cient of a molecule or a smaller cluster j from cluster84
i, Qi is an outside source term of cluster i, and Si is other possible sink term of cluster85
i. The coagulation sink coe cient corresponding to coagulation onto pre-existing larger86
particles was varied in the range of 10 3 s 1 to 5⇥10 3 s 1, and the results indicate that our87
conclusions were not influenced by these variations.56,57 Thus, a coagulation sink coe cient88
of 2.6⇥10 3 s 1 was used for all clusters.56 ki!j is the reaction rate coe cient of chemical89
reaction from reactant cluster i to product cluster j. The hydration reaction in GA-based90
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clusters can be uncatalyzed, or catalyzed by SA, W or A, as described in our previous91
study.34 The nature of hydration reaction occurring in a certain GA-based cluster depends92
on the molecules the cluster contains, and the reaction rate corresponding to the catalyst93
molecule with the lowest activation free energy barrier has been chosen as the representative94
rate. (The additional molecules present in the cluster might conceivably also a↵ect the95
reaction rate, which was neglected in the present study.)96



























) is the reduced mass. The cluster101
radius is half of the sum of the distance between the center of most distant atoms in cluster102
given by the Multiwfn 3.3.8 program53 and the Van der Walls radii of these atoms.103
Evaporation coe cients,  
(i+j)!i, were obtained from the corresponding collision coe -104























is the reference pressure (in this case 1 atm) at which the formation free ener-107
gies were calculated, and  G
i+j
is the Gibbs free energy of formation of cluster i+j from108
monomers i and j.109
The forward and reverse reaction rate coe cients of the chemical reaction were calculated110















is Boltzmann’s constant, h is Planck’s constant, and  G‡ is the Gibbs free114
energy of activation. The Gibbs free energy barrier and rate constants of the forward and115
reverse reactions are shown in Tables S1-S2 of the supplementary material.34116
In addition, the tunneling e↵ects could enhance the rate of chemical reaction involving117
hydrogen atom transfer especially at low temperatures.60 Thus, the e↵ect of tunneling on the118
hydration reaction is considered to correct the corresponding reaction rate constant through119
the Wigner tunneling correction by a factor  (T ) as120












where h is the Planck’s constant, k
B
is Boltzmann’s constant, T is the temperature and ⌫⌥122
is the imaginary frequency of the transition state.123
Then, the Wigner tunneling factor corrected forward and reverse reaction rate coe cients124




The data of  (T ) of all hydration reactions in the present study at di↵erent temperatures127
(220, 240, 260, 280 and 300 K) are listed in Table S3 of the supplementary material. It128
indicates that the maximum value of the  (T ) among all the reactions of the present study129
is 4.34 (the uncatalyzed hydration reaction) at 220 K, which indicates that the tunneling130
e↵ect has relatively small influence on the present study. The final hydraton reaction rate131
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coe cients are still corrected by the Wigner tunneling factor (Table S4 of the supplementary132
material) to make the results more accurate.133
Atmospheric clusters of hygroscopic species are almost invariably hydrated because the134
concentration of water in the atmosphere is much larger than that of other condensable135
species. All the hydrated clusters in the studied system with a relative population of higher136
than 5% are considered. Further, the e↵ective collision and evaporation coe cients of clus-137
ters need to be computed as a weighted average over the hydrate distributions to get the138
e↵ective collision and evaporation coe cients.139















where C is a dry molecule or cluster other than water, W is water, CW
i
is the cluster142
consisting of C and i water molecules, and [CW
i



























where [W] is the concentration of water vapor and p
ref
is the reference pressure (in this145
case 1 atm) at which the Gibbs free energies are calculated.146




















the e↵ective evaporation coe cients similarly as149
 
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and the reaction rate coe cient as151
k
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i 1) f (CWi) . (11)152












































i!jci+Qi   Si. (12)156
The concentration of sulfuric acid SA, A and GA are set in the range of 1.0 ⇥ 104 ⇠ 1.0157
⇥ 108 molecules cm 3,62–65 1.0 ⇥ 107 ⇠ 1.0 ⇥ 1011 molecules cm 3,62 and 1.0 ⇥ 107 ⇠ 1.0158
⇥ 1011 molecules cm 3,32,66–68 respectively, which are relevant to the corresponding common159
atmospheric concentration. The water vapour concentration was adjusted depending on the160
temperature according to the study on the saturation vapor pressure from Arnold Wexler.69161
The model runs were performed in the temperature range from 220K to 300K representing162
the range from the ground level to the upper free troposphere and RH ranged from 0 to163
100%.164
The boundary conditions require the outgrowing clusters to have a favorable composition165





cluster, with a maximum evaporation rate coe cient of 55 s 1 at167
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FIG. 1. Modeled clustering processes involving the hydration reaction of GA and GA/GW-based
clusters. Process 1 (formation of GA-based clusters) and process 2 (formation of GW-based
clusters) are shown in the blue and red line frame, respectively. For simplicity, water molecules in
the cluster structures are not shown.
300 K, is relatively stable enough to resist evaporation (the evaporation rate coe cients of168
clusters are shown in Table S5 of the supplementary material). Thus, the boundary condition169




cluster (see section 2 in the supplementary material for details).170
It should be noted that using this relatively small cluster as a boundary condition might171
overestimate absolute NPF rates, but it is probably su cient for probing the relative e↵ect172
of GA/GW on cluster formation rate, which is the purpose of this study.173
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION174
The clustering process of GA, involving the hydration reaction, includes two kinds of175
processes (Figure 1). Process 1 is the formation of GA-SA-A containing clusters involving176
only collision and evaporation steps (without chemical reactions). Process 2 involves not177
only the collision and evaporation of GW-SA-A containing clusters, but also the hydration178
reactions of GA-based clusters to form GW-based clusters.179
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A. Structure and thermodynamic analysis180
The clustering process of GA considering hydration reaction involves 35 di↵erent unhy-181
drated and hydrated clusters (Figures S1-S6 of the supplementary material). The cartesian182
coordinates of all clusters are listed in Tables S6-S83 of the supplementary material. The183
atoms in molecules (AIM) analyses were performed to search the bond critical points (BCPs),184
ring critical points (RCPs) and to calculate electron density ⇢ and Laplacian 52⇢ at the185
BCPs (Table S84 of the supplementary material). The AIM plots of the clusters without186
water molecules are shown in Figure S7 of the supplementary material. All these AIM187
results a rm the existence of intermolecular interaction in clusters. Moreover, the values188
of ⇢ and 52⇢ at these BCPs range from 0.0115 to 0.0927 a.u. and 0.0288 to 0.1815 a.u.189
respectively. Most of these values are larger than the critical threshold limits for the forma-190
tion of hydrogen bond suggested in the littrature (0.002-0.040 a.u. and 0.014-0.139 a.u. for191
⇢(BCP) and 52⇢(BCP), respectively).70,71 These values of ⇢ and 52⇢ thus indicate quite192
strong hydrogen bond interactions. In addition, there is a large cluster rearrangement after193
the chemical reaction. The GA molecule binds preferentially to the periphery of the cluster194
(linear), almost solely by the interaction between its carboxyl group and sulfuric acid. After195
the reaction, both of the carboxyl group and the hydroxyl group of GW can interact with196
all the other clustering constituents inside the cluster (cage-like).197
From the Gibbs free energies of formation of clusters (Figure S8 of the supplementary198









more stable than their corresponding GW-based analogues. In contrast, the hydrated clus-200






are much more stable than their corresponding GA-based201
analogues at di↵erent temperatures.202
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B. Relative hydration population203
GA and GW are both water soluble organics, and they can influence the hydrate dis-204
tribution of clusters. The relative hydration population of clusters with varying numbers205
of water molecules at di↵erent relative humidities (20%, 40%, 60% and 100%) and mod-206
erate temperature of 260K are shown in Figure 2. The influence of GA and GW on the207





cluster reduces the relative population of clusters with four water molecules and enhancing209
that of clusters without water molecules, and the addition of GA on (SA)
2
cluster reduces210
the relative population of clusters with three water molecules making the population more211












relative population of clusters with four water molecules reducing that of clusters without214
water molecules, and the addition of GW on (SA)
2
cluster enhances the relative population215







clusters to bind more water molecules. This di↵erence between the217
influence of GA and GW on the cluster hydration population can be explained from the218
structure characteristic and thermodynamic stability of the corresponding clusters. Two219
kinds of groups (carboxyl group and hydroxyl group) of GW can form hydrogen bonds,220
whereas only one group (carboxyl group) of GA participates in the hydrogen formation in221
the stable structures of clusters (Figures S1-S6 of the supplementary material). Moreover,222
the formation Gibbs free energies of the hydrated clusters involving GW with relatively223
high population are more negative than those involving GA.224
Based on this result, the hydration reaction products of oxocarboxylic acids can be ex-225
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FIG. 2. Hydrate distributions of selected clusters at varying relative humidities at 260K.
pected to drastically increase the hygroscopicity of clusters.226
C. The realistic hydration reaction conversion ratio of GA-based clusters227
The hydration reaction in GA-based clusters can be uncatalyzed or catalyzed by SA,228
W or A as described in our previous study.34 Which kind of hydration reaction occurs in229
a certain GA-based cluster depends on what kinds of molecules the cluster contains. Here,230
we assume that the reaction is always catalyzed by the most e↵ective (lowest activation231
free energy barrier) catalyst present. In addition, clusters with di↵erent number of water232
molecules may have di↵erent hydration reaction pathways available. For example, no hy-233




cluster, but the SA catalyzed hydration234






cluster. Therefore, two factors should be con-235
sidered to calculate the realistic hydration reaction conversion ratio of GA-based clusters:236
one is the most e↵ective catalysis mechanism, and the other is the relative population of the237
corresponding cluster. Thus, the rate constants corresponding to the catalyst with the low-238
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FIG. 3. The source (shown as green arrows) and sink (shown as red arrows) of GW-based clusters.
Index i indicates the number of the molecules in the cluster. The hydrate distribution has been
considered in the e↵ective collisions rates  
eff
, evaporation rates  
eff




corresponds to the most e↵ective catalyst for the hydration reaction, the nature of which depends
on the composition of the cluster.
est activation free energy are weighted by the hydrate distribution. The GW-based clusters239
with i molecules in Figure 3 can be formed by the collision of the smaller GW-based clusters240
containing i -1 molecules and the evaporation of the bigger GW-based clusters containing241
i+1 molecules. In addition, they can be formed directly from the hydration reaction of242
GA-based clusters with i+1 molecules.243
The hydration conversion ratio is one of the most important factors determining whether244
the hydration reaction should be considered in modelling NPF. The hydration reaction oc-245
curs either via collision of the two reactant molecules (GA and W), or in the clusters. De-246
pending on the cluster composition, several di↵erent catalyzed processes may be possible.34247
The pathway with the lowest activation free energy barrier is always included in our process248
model (Figure 4).249
































ii⌘ ⇥ 100, (13)251
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] is the concentration of GA/GW-based clusters (or, for252
y=0, z=0 and n=0, GA/GW monomers). The denominator represents the sum of all GA253
or GW containing clusters (and monomers) in the system, and numerator represents the254
numbers of clusters where GA has been converted to GW. We have modeled the conversion255
ratio XGA under di↵erent atmospheric conditions (di↵erent conditions in Figure 5 are the256
chosen so that they correspond to the range of values in the atmosphere). The detailed257
values of the conversion ratios in di↵erent conditions are given in Tables S85-S86 of the258
supplementary material.259
Figure 5 shows that in most atmospherically relevant conditions, the ammonia (A) con-260
centration has no e↵ect on the conversion ratio (XGA), while the RH has a moderate e↵ect.261
The surprisingly weak RH dependence is caused by a “saturation” of the water-catalyzed262
pathway already at fairly low RH values. In contrast, XGA clearly increases with decreasing263
temperature (Figure 5(a)), and increases with increasing sulfuric acid (SA) concentration264
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FIG. 5. The conversion ratio, XGA (%), of glyoxylic acid (GA) hydration forming its gemi-
nal diol (GW) at varying (a) temperatures (K) and RHs (%) and (b) base-10 logarithm of the
concentrations (molecules cm 3) of A and SA. The color scales are shown on the right.
(Figure 5(b)). That is due to the fact that sulfuric acid catalyzes this reaction much more265
e↵ectively than ammonia or water.34 XGA is more than 50% when SA concentration is266
more than 1.0 ⇥ 106 molecules cm 3, and can reach up to 85% when the concentration of SA267
is about 1.0 ⇥ 107 molecules cm 3 (Figure 5(b)). The relatively high conversion ratio could268
significantly a↵ect the relative abundances of oxocarboxylic acids and their corresponding269
geminal diols and thus NPF, especially in the regions where SA is abundant, such as the270
polluted regions and coastal areas.271
D. Cluster formation rate272
A suitable measure for the enhancement of cluster formation rate (J ) by GA and its273
hydration reaction product (GW) is the comparison of the cluster formation rate involving274




J ([GA+GW] = x, [SA] = y, [A] = z)





is the enhancement factor, J ([GA+GW]=x ],[SA=y,[A]=z ) represents the forma-277






clusters with variable numbers of water molecules (and278
including the e↵ect of GA hydration reactions), and J ([GA]=0,[SA]=x,[A]=y ]) reprensents279
the formation rate of the corresponding clusters without GA or GW.280
As shown in Figure 6 (a, b, c), the enhancement factor r
1
is greater than 1, which indi-281
cates that GA can enhance the SA-A-based cluster formation rate. r
1
increases with the282
increase of GA concentrations, and but only becomes significant when the temperature is283
lowered to 220K. Thus, the influence of relative humidity, sulfuric acid (SA) concentration284
and ammonia (A) concentration on the cluster formation rate were studied at 220K. The285
enhancement is relatively large at high RH, low SA concentrations and high A concentra-286
tions. The enhancement factor exceeds 10 when the SA concentration lower than 1.0 ⇥287
106 molecules cm 3, and a high A concentration of 1.0 ⇥ 1011 molecules cm 3, at which288
the absolute formation rate of GA-SA-A-based clusters is as high as 2.77 ⇥ 104 cm 3 s 1289
(the absolute formation rates of GA-SA-A-based clusters at di↵erent temperatures, RHs290
and concentrations of GA, SA and A are listed in Tables S87-S89 of the supplementary291
material). When the SA concentration is low, and the A concentration high, there will be292
enough A to cluster with GA and GW despite the stronger binding between SA and A293
compared to GA/GW and A.294
To assess the significance of the hydration reaction of GA, we compared the cluster295
formation with GA present, but both with and without hydration reaction (Figure 7). A296
suitable measure for the e↵ect of the hydration reaction is the ratio of formation rates in297
the case where the hydration reaction of GA to form GW is allowed to the rate in the case298
when this reaction is not occurring:299
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FIG. 6. Enhancement of SA-A-W cluster formation rate due to GA and GW as a function of




J ([GA+GW] = x, [SA] = y, [A] = z)
J ([GA] = x, [SA] = y, [A] = z)
, (15)300
where J ([GA=x,[SA]=y,[A]=z ]) indicates the cluster formation rate in a system involving301
GA but not allowing the hydration reaction.302
The common trend is that r
2
increases with increasing of GA concentrations, but is not303
significant until the temperature is lowered to 220K (Figure 7 (a)). Thus, the influence of304
relative humidity, sulfuric acid (SA) concentration and ammonia (A) concentration on the305
cluster formation rate were studied at 220K. The e↵ect of hydration reactions on NPF is306
more significant at high RH, low sulfuric acid (SA) concentration and high ammonia (A)307
concentration. The likely explanation for this is that when SA concentration is low and the308
A concentration high, there will be enough A for GA and GW regardless of the stronger309
combination between SA and A. This makes the competition between GA and GW more310
pronounced, enhancing the ratio between cluster formation rates with hydration switched311
“on” and “o↵”. Thus, both the e↵ect of GA and its hydration reaction are most significant312
in cold, humid and relatively clean environments with little sulfuric acid, or agricultural313
regions polluted with ammonia.314
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FIG. 7. Cluster formation rate involving GA and its hydration reaction relative to that involving
GA but not its hydration reaction (Eq. 15).
E. Cluster formation pathway315
The main cluster formation pathways involving the hydration reaction of GA to form316
GW have been further studied at 220K (Figure 8). The flux through the system proceeds317
principally via two clustering mechanisms: one involves pure SA-A-clusters, and the other318
involves one GA or GW molecule in addition to SA and A. The clusters grow out of the319

















n 1. Though GA and GW evaporate easily from322







clusters can still reach up to 77% and 100%, respectively,324
due to the high concentration of GA and the high hydration conversion ratio combined325
with the thermodynamic stability. At the conditions corresponding to high R values, nearly326










clusters (Figure S9 of the327
supplementary material). Thus, the contribution of GA to SA-A NPF is potentially of328
great significance especially in the regions where the hydration conversion ratio is large.329
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FIG. 8. Main cluster formation pathways considering the hydration reaction of GA forming GW
are represented by arrows. Relative amounts of clusters formed via dominating growth pathways
are indicated in the side table.
IV. CONCLUSIONS330
The clustering mechanism involving hydration reaction of glyoxylic acid, as a represen-331
tative example of oxocarboxylic acids, has been studied using Density Functional Theory332
combined with the Atmospheric Clusters Dynamic Code. Hydration reaction induces the333
di↵erence in cluster structures, and the hydration reaction products of glyoxylic acid can334
drastically increase the hygroscopicity of clusters. In atmospheric conditions, the total hy-335
dration reaction conversion ratio of glyoxylic acid to its product (2,2-dihydroxyacetic acid) in336
both gas phase and clusters can be up to 85%, and the product can further participate in the337
clustering process. Thus, it can be speculated that the relatively high conversion ratio could338
significantly a↵ect the relative abundances of oxocarboxylic acids and their corresponding339
geminal diols and thus NPF.340
Neglecting the hydration reaction can thus induce a significant error in cluster formation341
rates and pathways, especially at relatively low temperature. In addition, the evaporation342
rates of larger oxocarboxylic acids (and especially their germinal diols) can be expected to343
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be lower due to more H-bonding groups and higher molecular weights. They are thus likely344
to participate in the cluster formation also at higher temperatures. Thus, the hydration345
reaction of oxocarboxylic acids in clustering process may be of greater importance in the346
atmosphere. A more general inference from the present study is that the hydration reactions347
of oxocarboxylic acids catalyzed by clustering with sulfuric acid and ammonia can increase348
both the hydroscopicity and stability of clusters, and thus contribute to NPF. The present349
study can provide a clearer picture of the e↵ect mechanism of oxocarboxylic acids in NPF350
and indicates the prospect of nucleation process involving chemical reactions, which has351
significant implications for the improvement of the atmospheric models.352
V. SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL353
See supplementary material for the the Gibbs free energy barrier (kcal/mol) and the re-354
action rate constants (ref. 34), the Wigner tunneling correction factor and the tunneling355
e↵ect factor corrected reaction rate constants for hydration reactions of GA with W (a)356
uncatalyzed, (b) catalyzed by W, (c) catalyzed by SA and (d) catalyzed by A at vary-357
ing temperatures ranging from 220 K to 300 K, evaporation rate coe cients of clusters,358
cartesian coordinates of all clusters, AIM topological parameters for the stable clusters, the359
realistic hydration reaction conversion ratio (XGA), formation rates of clusters, the most360
stable configuration of the studied clusters, the AIM plots of the unhydrated clusters, Gibbs361
free energies of formation of clusters, the main cluster formation pathways considering the362
hydration reaction of GA forming GW, details for the boundary conditions and complete363
Gaussian 09 reference (Ref. 52)364
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Section 1. Tables and Figures 
Table S1. The forward and reverse Gibbs free energy barrier (kcal/mol) for hydration 
reactions of GA with W (a) uncatalyzed, (b) catalyzed by W, (c) SA and (d) A 
relative to the corresponding pre-reactive clusters and the product clusters at varying 
temperatures ranging from 220 K to 300 K. (Ref. 1) 
Table S2. The rate constants of the forward and reverse reactions, k1 and k-1 (s-1), 
respectively, for the hydration of GA with W (a) uncatalyzed, (b) catalyzed by W, (c) 
SA and (d) A at varying temperatures ranging from 220 K to 300 K. (Ref. 1) 
Table S3. The imaginary frequencies (νim, cm-1) (Ref. 1) of the transition states (TSs) 
and the Wigner tunneling correction factor (Γ(T)) at different temperatures (220, 240, 
260, 280 and 300 K) for hydration reactions of GA with W (a) uncatalyzed, (b) 
catalyzed by W, (c) SA and (d) A at M06-2X/6-311++G(3df,3pd) level of theory. 
Table S4. The rate constants of the forward and reverse reactions (k1,cor and k-1,cor(s-1)) 
corrected by the tunneling effect factor Γ(T) according to Wigner at the different 
temperatures of 220, 240, 260, 280 and 300 K. 
Table S5. The evaporation rate coefficients (s-1) of all studied clusters at varying 
temperatures ranging from 220 K to 300 K.  
Tables S6-S83. Cartesian coordinates of the studied clusters.  
Table S84. AIM topological parameters for the stable clusters obtained at the 
M06-2X/6-311++G(3df,3pd) level (in a.u.). 
Table S85. The realistic hydration reaction conversion ratio (XGA, %) of GA-based 
clusters at varying temperatures and relative humidities.  
Table S86. The realistic hydration reaction conversion ratio (XGA, %) of GA-based 
clusters at varying ammonia and sulfuric acid concentrations.  
Table S87. The formation rates (J, cm-3 s-1) of (GA/GW)x∙(SA)y∙Az clusters with the 
vabriations of the concentration of GA ([GA]) at different temperatures of 220, 240, 
260, 280 and 300 K.  
Table S88. The formation rates (J, cm-3 s-1) of (GA/GW)x∙(SA)y∙Az clusters with the 
vabriations of the concentration of GA ([GA]) at different relative humidities (RH) of 
20%, 40%, 60%, 80% and 100%.  
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Table S89. The formation rates (J, cm-3 s-1) of (GA/GW)x∙(SA)y∙Az clusters with the 
vabriations of the concentration of SA ([SA]) and A ([A]) at 220K.  
Figures S1-S6. Most stable configuration of (GA)1∙(SA)1∙Wn (n=0-3), 
(GW)1∙(SA)1∙Wn (n=0-3), (GA)1∙(SA)2∙Wn (n=0-6), (GW)1∙(SA)2∙Wn (n=0-7), 
(GA)1∙(SA)1∙N1∙Wn (n=0-4) and (GW)1∙(SA)1∙N1∙Wn (n=0-5) clusters. The lengths of 
the hydrogen bonds are given in Å. The hydrogen bonds are shown as dashed lines. 
Figure S8. Gibbs free energies (kcal mol-1) of formation of clusters (a) O1∙SA1∙Wn, (b) 
O1∙SA2∙Wn and (c) O1∙SA1∙N1∙Wn. O indicates GA or GW. The solid lines are to 
guide the eye. 
Figure S9. Main cluster formation pathways considering the hydration reaction of GA 
forming GW are represented by arrows. Relative amounts of clusters formed via 
dominating growth pathways are indicated in the side table. 
Section 2. Boundary Conditions 
Complete Gaussian 09 reference (Reference 52) 
 
 
Table S1. The forward and reverse Gibbs free energy barrier (kcal/mol) for hydration 
reactions of GA with W (a) uncatalyzed, (b) catalyzed by W, (c) SA and (d) A 
relative to the corresponding pre-reactive clusters and the product clusters at varying 
temperatures ranging from 220 K to 300 K. (Ref. 1)  
Reactions 300 K 280 K 260 K 240 K 220 K 
(a) forward 38.58 38.33 38.09 37.85 37.63 
(a) reverse 44.87 44.82 44.78 44.73 44.69 
(b) forward 23.98 23.66 23.34 23.05 22.77 
(b) reverse 30.82 30.68 30.55 30.43 30.31 
(c) forward 9.50 9.33 9.17 9.02 8.88 
(c) reverse 17.97 17.95 17.92 17.90 17.88 
(d) forward 22.90 22.70 22.50 22.31 22.13 




Table S2. The rate constants of the forward and reverse reactions, k1 and k-1 (s-1), 
respectively, for the hydration of GA with W (a) uncatalyzed, (b) catalyzed by W, (c) 
SA and (d) A at varying temperatures ranging from 220 K to 300 K. The unimolecular 
rate constants in this table are computed relative to the reactant or product clusters 
(e.g. GA-W in the case of the uncatalyzed reaction). (Ref. 1) 


















































































Table S3. The imaginary frequencies (νim, cm-1) (Ref. 1) of the transition states (TSs) 
and the Wigner tunneling correction factor (Γ(T)) at different temperatures (220, 240, 
260, 280 and 300 K) for hydration reactions of GA with W (a) uncatalyzed, (b) 
catalyzed by W, (c) SA and (d) A at M06-2X/6-311++G(3df,3pd) level of theory. 
Temperatures νim (a) Γ(T) (a) νim (b) Γ(T) (b) νim (c) Γ(T) (c) νim (d) Γ(T) (d) 
220 1368 4.34 827 2.22 277 1.14 558 1.56 
240 3.81 2.02 1.12 1.48 
260 3.39 1.87 1.10 1.40 
280 3.06 1.75 1.08 1.34 





Table S4. The rate constants of the forward and reverse reactions (k1,cor and k-1,cor(s-1)) 
corrected by the tunneling effect factor Γ(T) according to Wigner for the hydration 
reactions of GA with W (a) uncatalyzed, (b) catalyzed by W, (c) SA and (d) A at the 
different temperatures of 220, 240, 260, 280 and 300 K. 


















































































Table S5. The evaporation rate coefficients (s-1) of all studied clusters at varying 
temperatures ranging from 220 K to 300 K.  
Clusters 300 K 280 K 260 K 240 K 220 K 
(SA)2→SA+SA 1.3E+03 1.5E+02 1.2E+01 0.6E+00 4.0E-02 
(SA)1A1→A+SA 3.4E+04 5.0E+03 5.4E+02 4.1E+01 1.9E+00 
(SA)2A1→(SA)1A1+SA 3.1E+00 1.3E-01 3.3E-03 4.5E-05 2.8E-07 
(SA)2A1→A+(SA)2 5.5E+01 2.8E+00 9.7E-02 1.9E-03 1.7E-05 
(GA)1(SA)1→GA+SA 2.7E+05 3.6E+04 3.6E+03 2.4E+02 9.9E+00 
(GA)1(SA)2→(GA)1(SA)1+SA 8.1E+04 8.0E+03 5.6E+02 2.6E+01 6.5E-01 
(GA)1(SA)2→(SA)2+GA 6.9E+06 8.0E+05 6.8E+04 4.0E+03 1.3E+02 
(GA)1A1→GA+A 1.4E+08 3.3E+07 6.6E+06 9.6E+05 1.8E+06 
(GA)1(SA)1A1→(GA)1A1+SA 7.0E+01 5.3E+00 2.6E-01 8.1E-03 7.2E-06 
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(GA)1(SA)1A1→(GA)1(SA)1+A 5.2E+04 7.1E+03 7.0E+02 4.7E+01 1.9E+00 
(GA)1(SA)1A1→(SA)1A1+GA 2.5E+05 3.2E+04 2.9E+03 1.7E+02 6.0E+00 
(GW)1(SA)1→GW+SA 7.7E+05 9.6E+04 8.8E+03 5.3E+02 1.9E+01 
(GW)1(SA)2→(GW)1(SA)1+SA 7.2E+04 7.3E+03 5.1E+02 2.3E+01 6.0E-01 
(GW)1(SA)2→(GW)1+(SA)2 2.1E+07 2.3E+06 1.8E+05 9.7E+03 2.8E+02 
(GW)1A1→GW+A 5.5E+08 1.4E+08 3.0E+07 4.7E+06 1.1E+05 
(GW)1(SA)1A1→(GW)1A1+SA 1.5E+02 8.4E+00 3.2E-01 6.8E-03 3.4E-04 
(GW)1(SA)1A1→(GW)1(SA)1+A 1.1E+05 1.3E+04 1.1E+03 6.2E+01 2.0E+00 
(GW)1(SA)1A1→GW+(SA)1A1 1.8E+06 1.9E+05 1.3E+04 6.0E+02 1.5E+01 
 
Table S6. Cartesian coordinate of SA.  






























Table S7. Cartesian coordinate of (SA)1W1. 












































Table S8. Cartesian coordinate of (SA)1W2.  






















































Table S9. Cartesian coordinate of (SA)1W3.  




































































Table S10. Cartesian coordinate of (SA)1W4.  
















































































Table S11. Cartesian coordinate of (SA)1W5.  


























































































Table S12. Cartesian coordinate of A.  
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Table S13. Cartesian coordinate of A1W1.  






























Table S14. Cartesian coordinate of A1W2.  












































Table S15. Cartesian coordinate of W.  














Table S16. Cartesian coordinate of GA.  






























Table S17. Cartesian coordinate of (GA)1W1.  












































Table S18. Cartesian coordinate of (GA)1W2.  






















































Table S19. Cartesian coordinate of GW.  












































Table S20. Cartesian coordinate of (GW)1W1.  






















































Table S21. Cartesian coordinate of (GW)1W2.  




































































Table S22. Cartesian coordinate of (GA)1A1.  














































Table S23. Cartesian coordinate of (GA)1A2.  




























































Table S24. Cartesian coordinate of (GA)1(SA)1.  


























































Table S25. Cartesian coordinate of (GA)1(SA)1W1.  








































































Table S26. Cartesian coordinate of (GA)1(SA)1W2.  




















































































Table S27. Cartesian coordinate of (GA)1(SA)1W3.  
































































































Table S28. Cartesian coordinate of (GA)1(SA)1A1.  










































































Table S29. Cartesian coordinate of (GA)1(SA)1A1W1. 
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Table S30. Cartesian coordinate of (GA)1(SA)1A1W3.  
















































































































Table S31. Cartesian coordinate of (GA)1(SA)1A1W4.  




























































































































Table S32. Cartesian coordinate of (GA)1A2.  
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Table S33. Cartesian coordinate of (GA)1A2W1.  












































































Table S34. Cartesian coordinate of (GA)1(SA)2.  
























































































Table S35. Cartesian coordinate of (GA)1(SA)2W1.  































































































H -1.279897  2.577589  0.032464 
 
Table S36. Cartesian coordinate of (GA)1(SA)2W2.  
















































































































Table S37. Cartesian coordinate of (GA)1(SA)2W3.  




























































































































Table S38. Cartesian coordinate of (GA)1(SA)2W4.  








































































































































Table S39. Cartesian coordinate of (GA)1(SA)2W5.  




















































































































































Table S40. Cartesian coordinate of (GA)1(SA)2W6.  


































































































































































Table S41. Cartesian coordinate of (GA)1(SA)2W7.  












































































































































































Table S42. Cartesian coordinate of (GW)1A1.  




























































Table S43. Cartesian coordinate of (GW)1A1W1.  








































































Table S44. Cartesian coordinate of (GW)1(SA)1.  






































































Table S45. Cartesian coordinate of (GW)1(SA)1W1. 




















































































Table S46. Cartesian coordinate of (GW)1(SA)1W2.  
































































































Table S47. Cartesian coordinate of (GW)1(SA)1W3.  












































































































Table S48. Cartesian coordinate of (GW)1(SA)1A1.  
























































































Table S49. Cartesian coordinate of (GW)1(SA)1A1W1. 




































































































Table S50. Cartesian coordinate of (GW)1(SA)1A1W2.  
















































































































Table S51. Cartesian coordinate of (GW)1(SA)1A1W3.  




























































































































Table S52. Cartesian coordinate of (GW)1(SA)1A1W4.  








































































































































Table S53. Cartesian coordinate of (GW)1(SA)1A1W5.  






















































































































































Table S54. Cartesian coordinate of (GW)1A2.  










































































Table S55. Cartesian coordinate of (GW)1A2W1.  
























































































Table S56. Cartesian coordinate of (GW)1(SA)2.  




































































































Table S57. Cartesian coordinate of (GW)1(SA)2W1. 
















































































































Table S58. Cartesian coordinate of (GW)1(SA)2W2.  




























































































































Table S59. Cartesian coordinate of (GW)1(SA)2W3.  








































































































































Table S60. Cartesian coordinate of (GW)1(SA)2W4.   
Atoms X Y Z 


















































































































































Table S61. Cartesian coordinate of (GW)1(SA)2W5.   
































































































































































Table S62. Cartesian coordinate of (GW)1(SA)2W6.   














































































































































































Table S63. Cartesian coordinate of (GW)1(SA)2W7.   
























































































































































































Table S64. Cartesian coordinate of (SA)1A1.   
Atoms X Y Z 












































Table S65. Cartesian coordinate of (SA)1A1W1.   


























































Table S66. Cartesian coordinate of (SA)1A1W2.   
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Table S67. Cartesian coordinate of (SA)1A1W3.   




















































































Table S68. Cartesian coordinate of (SA)1A1W4.   
































































































Table S69. Cartesian coordinate of (SA)1A1W5.   












































































































Table S70. Cartesian coordinate of (SA)2.   


























































Table S71. Cartesian coordinate of (SA)2W1.   








































































Table S72. Cartesian coordinate of (SA)2W2.   




















































































Table S73. Cartesian coordinate of (SA)2W3.   
































































































Table S74. Cartesian coordinate of (SA)2W4.   












































































































Table S75. Cartesian coordinate of (SA)2W5.   
























































































































Table S76. Cartesian coordinate of (SA)2W6.   




































































































































Table S77. Cartesian coordinate of (SA)2W7.   
















































































































































Table S78. Cartesian coordinate of (SA)2A1.   












































































Table S79. Cartesian coordinate of (SA)2A1W1.   
























































































Table S80. Cartesian coordinate of (SA)2A1W2.   




































































































Table S81. Cartesian coordinate of (SA)2A1W3.   
















































































































Table S82. Cartesian coordinate of (SA)2A1W4.   




























































































































Table S83. Cartesian coordinate of (SA)2A1W5.   









































































































































Table S84. AIM topological parameters for the stable clusters obtained at the 
M06-2X/6-311++G(3df,3pd) level (in a.u.). 
Clusters Bonds r ρ ∇2ρ 
(GA)1∙A1 C=O...H-N 2.460  0.0115  0.0392  
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 C-O-H...N-H 1.683  0.0548  0.1281   
(GW)1∙A1 C=O...H-N 2.428  0.0120  0.0403  
 C-O-H...N-H 1.695  0.0531  0.1277  
(GA)1∙A1∙W1 C=O...H-O-H 1.840  0.0293  0.1139  
 C-O-H...N-H 1.582  0.0712  0.1084  
(GW)1∙A1∙W1 C=O...H-O-H 1.831  0.0298  0.1164  
 C-O-H...N-H 1.598  0.0684  0.1134  
(GA)1∙(SA)1 C=O...H-O-S 1.571  0.0582  0.1761  
 C-O-H...O=S 1.668  0.0432  0.1619  
(GW)1∙(SA)1 C=O...H-O-S 1.849  0.0274  0.1102  
 O-H...O=S 1.839  0.0289  0.1127  
 H-O...H-O-S 1.731  0.0398  0.1400  
(GA)1∙(SA)1∙W1 C=O...H-O-S 1.592  0.0552  0.1744  
 C-O-H...O=S 1.654  0.0451  0.1652  
(GW)1∙(SA)1∙W1 C=O...H-O-S 1.712  0.0410  0.1479  
 C-O-H...O=S 1.601  0.0531  0.1773  
 H-O...H-O-H 1.907  0.0253  0.0959  
(GA)1∙(SA)1∙W2 C=O...H-O-S 1.603  0.0537  0.1728  
 C-O-H...O=S 1.640  0.0472  0.1685  
(GW)1∙(SA)1∙W2 C=O...H-O-S 1.570  0.0584  0.1771  
 C-O-H...O=S 1.656  0.0455  0.1640  
(GA)1∙(SA)1∙W3 C=O...H-O-S 1.736  0.0366  0.1446  
 C-O-H...O=S 1.664  0.0447  0.1620  
(GW)1∙(SA)1∙W3 C=O...H-O-H 1.879  0.0267  0.1075  
 C-O(H)...H-O-H 2.061  0.0181  0.0630  
 O-H...O=S 1.728  0.0400  0.1484  
(GA)1∙(SA)1∙N1 C=O...H-O-S 1.622  0.0511  0.1694  
 C-O-H...O=S 1.620  0.0495  0.1740  
(GW)1∙(SA)1∙N1 C=O...H-O-S 1.737  0.0387  0.1402  
 
 75 
 C-O-H...O=S 1.554  0.0609  0.1815  
 H-O...H-N-H 2.128  0.0165  0.0545  
(GA)1∙(SA)1∙N1∙W1 C=O...H-O-S 1.675  0.0451  0.1576  
 C-O-H...O=S 1.571  0.0578  0.1790  
(GW)1∙(SA)1∙N1∙W1 C=O...H-O-S 1.869  0.0285  0.1020  
 C-O-H...O=S 1.479  0.0775  0.1639  
 H-O...H-N-H 1.994  0.0219  0.0760  
(GA)1∙(SA)1∙N1∙W2 C=O...H-O-H 1.889  0.0259  0.0988  
 C-O-H...O=S 1.407  0.0927  0.1261  
(GW)1∙(SA)1∙N1∙W2 C=O...H-O-S 1.929  0.0250  0.0868  
 C-O-H...O=S 1.486  0.0758  0.1695  
 H-O...H-N-H 2.063  0.0192  0.0648  
(GA)1∙(SA)1∙N1∙W3 C=O...H-O-H 1.843  0.0287  0.1119  
 C-O-H...O=S 1.461  0.0803  0.1589  
(GW)1∙(SA)1∙N1∙W3 C=O...H-O-H 1.831  0.0295  0.1152  
 C-O-H...O=S 1.475  0.0769  0.1658  
 H-O...H-N-H 1.991  0.0222  0.0771  
(GA)1∙(SA)1∙N1∙W4 C=O...H-O-H 2.125  0.0177  0.0583  
 C-O-H...O=S 1.542  0.0644  0.1806  
(GW)1∙(SA)1∙N1∙W4 C=O...H-O-H 1.857  0.0183  0.0412  
 C-O-H...O=S 1.588  0.0410  0.0584  
 H-O...H-N-H 1.966  0.0201  0.0312  
 O-H...O-H2 1.849  0.0293  0.0288  
(GA)1∙(SA)2 C=O...H-O-S 1.508  0.0690  0.1724  
 C-O-H...O=S 1.698  0.0403  0.1521  
(GW)1∙(SA)2 C=O...H-O-S 1.912  0.0245  0.0884  
 C=O...H-O-S 1.665  0.0455  0.1611  
 H-O...H-O-S 1.747  0.0381  0.1384  
(GA)1∙(SA)2∙W1 C=O...H-O-S 1.532  0.0646  0.1760  
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 C-O-H...O=S 1.698  0.0402  0.1522  
(GW)1∙(SA)2∙W1 C=O...H-O-H 1.809  0.0284  0.1242  
 O-H...O=S 1.943  0.0236  0.0863  
 H-O...H-O-S 1.551  0.0642  0.1651  
 O-H...O=S 1.751  0.0351  0.1427  
(GA)1∙(SA)2∙W2 C=O...H-O-S 1.549  0.0618  0.1768  
 C-O-H...O=S 1.677  0.0429  0.1578  
(GW)1∙(SA)2∙W2 C=O...H-O-S 1.662  0.0444  0.1649  
 C=O...H-O-H 2.124  0.0182  0.0573  
 H-O...H-O-S 1.687  0.0439  0.1539  
 O-H...O=S 1.679  0.0426  0.1677  
(GA)1∙(SA)2∙W3 C=O...H-O-S 1.599  0.0545  0.1736  
 C-O-H...O=S 1.627  0.0492  0.1706  
(GW)1∙(SA)2∙W3 C=O...H-O-S 1.570  0.0576  0.1809  
 C=O...H-O-H 2.160  0.0180  0.0560  
 C-O-H...O-H2 1.496  0.0742  0.1572  
 H-O...H-O-S 1.657  0.0476  0.1623  
 O-H...O=S 1.691  0.0397  0.1637  
(GA)1∙(SA)2∙W4 C=O...H-O-S 1.582  0.0571  0.1753  
 C-O-H...O=S 1.617  0.0508  0.1725  
(GW)1∙(SA)2∙W4 C=O...H-O-S 1.571  0.0579  0.1779  
 C-O-H...O-H2 1.557  0.0636  0.1642  
 C-O(H)...H-O-H 2.006  0.0222  0.0743  
 O-H...O=S 1.799  0.0340  0.1277  
 O-H...O=S 1.951  0.0247  0.0834  
 H-O...H-O-S 1.726  0.0397  0.1458  
(GW)1∙(SA)2∙W5 C=O...H-O-S 1.590  0.0558  0.1742  




Table S85. The realistic hydration reaction conversion ratio (XGA, %) of GA-based 
clusters at varying temperatures and ralative humidities. 
 [SA]=106 molecules cm-3, [A]=109 molecules cm-3, [GA]=108 molecules cm-3 










































































































































Table S86. The realistic hydration reaction conversion ratio (XGA, %) of GA-based 
clusters at varying ammonia and sulfuric acid concentrations. 
260K, RH=50%, [GA]=108 molecules cm-3 
















































































Table S87. The formation rates (J, cm-3 s-1) of (GA/GW)x∙(SA)y∙Az clusters with the 
vabriations of the concentration of GA ([GA]) at different temperatures of 220, 240, 
260, 280 and 300 K. [SA]=106 molecules cm-3. [A]=109 molecules cm-3. RH=50%.  
[GA] 220 K 240 K 260 K 280 K 300 K 
107 1.05×102 1.92×101 2.09×10-2 5.59×10-5 3.69×10-7 
108 1.13×102 1.92×101 2.09×10-2 5.59×10-5 3.69×10-7 
109 2.04×102 1.94×101 2.09×10-2 5.59×10-5 3.69×10-7 
1010 2.89×103 2.10×101 2.10×10-2 5.59×10-5 3.69×10-7 
1011 2.09×105 4.24×101 2.17×10-2 5.61×10-5 3.69×10-7 
 
Table S88. The formation rates (J, cm-3 s-1) of (GA/GW)x∙(SA)y∙Az clusters with the 
vabriations of the concentration of GA ([GA]) at different relative humidities (RH) of 
20%, 40%, 60%, 80% and 100%. [SA]=106 molecules cm-3. [A]=109 molecules cm-3. 
T=220K.  
[GA] 20% 40% 60% 80% 100% 
107 1.03×102 1.04×102 1.06×102 1.07×102 1.09×102 
108 1.10×102 1.12×102 1.14×102 1.17×102 1.21×102 
109 1.91×102 1.96×102 2.11×102 2.45×102 2.76×102 
1010 2.43×103 2.58×103 3.15×103 4.53×103 5.97×103 
1011 1.69×105 1.83×105 2.30×105 3.37×105 4.39×105 
 
Table S89. The formation rates (J, cm-3 s-1) of (GA/GW)x∙(SA)y∙Az clusters with the 
vabriations of the concentration of SA ([SA]) and A ([A]) at 220K. RH=50%. 
[GA]=109 molecules cm-3.  
[SA]        [A] 107 108 109 1010 1011 
104 1.31×10-4 2.50×10-4 3.44×10-4 1.80×10-3 2.27×10-1 
105 1.29×10-1 2.39×10-1 3.27×10-1 1.65 1.47×102 
106 9.99×101 1.57×102 2.02×102 7.91×102 2.77×104 
107 2.02×104 3.03×104 3.73×104 1.15×105 2.12×106 
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Figure S1. Most stable configuration of clusters (GA)1∙(SA)1∙Wn (n=0-3). The 
lengths of the hydrogen bonds are given in Å. The hydrogen bonds are shown as 
dashed lines. 
 
Figure S2. Most stable configuration of clusters (GW)1∙(SA)1∙Wn (n=0-3). The 







Figure S3. Most stable configuration of clusters (GA)1∙(SA)2∙Wn (n=0-6). The 






Figure S4. Most stable configuration of clusters (GW)1∙(SA)2∙Wn (n=0-7). The 
lengths of the hydrogen bonds are given in Å. The hydrogen bonds are shown as 
dashed lines. 
 
Figure S5. Most stable configuration of clusters (GA)1∙(SA)1∙A1∙Wn (n=0-4). The 








Figure S6. Most stable configuration of clusters (GW)1∙(SA)1∙A1∙Wn (n=0-5). The 
lengths of the hydrogen bonds are given in Å. The hydrogen bonds are shown as 
dashed lines. 
 
Figure S7. The AIM plots of the unhydrated clusters calculated at the 
M06-2X/6-311++g(3df,3pd) level. The bond critical points and ring critical points are 






          
Figure S8. Gibbs free energies (kcal mol-1) of formation of clusters (a) O1∙SA1∙Wn, (b) 




Figure S9. Main cluster formation pathways considering the hydration reaction of GA 
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forming GW are represented by arrows. Relative amounts of clusters formed via 
dominating growth pathways are indicated in the side table. 
 
Section 2. Boundary Conditions 
The boundary conditions require the outgrowing clusters to have a favorable 
composition so that the clusters leaving the studied size range are stable enough not to 
evaporate back immediately. The sum of all evaporation rate coefficients (Table S5) 
corresponding to different evaporating molecules from the clusters involving GA or 
GW are relatively high. The ammonia molecule also easily evaporates from cluster 
(SA)2∙A2.2 Thus, clusters involving molecule GA or GW and cluster (SA)2∙A2 can 
not be considered stable enough to grow out of the studied cluster sizes. In contrast, 
the cluster (SA)3∙A1, with a maximum evaporation rate coefficient of 55 s-1 at 300 K, 
is relatively stable enough to resist evaporation. Thus, the boundary condition was set 
to be the cluster (SA)3∙A1. Using this relatively small cluster as a boundary condition 
might overestimate absolute NPF rates, but it is probably sufficient for probing the 
relative effect of GA/GW on cluster formation rate, which is the purpose of this 
study. 
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